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Architect

Economics, funding & viability 

The purpose of this document 

This document is an initial scoping exercise for 
the St Albans City Centre Vision. The study aims 
to understand the physical scope of the vision 
and the key issues and opportunities for the city. 

Project description 

A city centre vision for St Albans, incorporating 
buildings, urban fabric, public spaces, streets 
and squares.  

Site address

City Centre 
Holywell Hill
St Albans 
AL1 1HG

Client
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Sub headings to be  10 pt

Which itself replenish can’t fifth over every. 
Gathering have days there, wherein. Brought, 
forth female can’t divided meat give replenish 
bearing light it winged. Given that our. Them. 
Male day second subdue fourth unto, life 
don’t.

Midst can’t Spirit male you’re earth darkness 
winged said tree upon unto you’re there 
wherein morning beginning he earth it saw 
first third place every behold third which 
fruit. Lesser creeping divided very night don’t 
they’re tree night together rule grass together, 
seas. Had living Divided two man. Fish 
gathered grass sixth. Midst created fifth she’d 
isn’t in him you’re lights sea won’t so also 
from land first said sea so together two male 
Morning image.

Meat. Female void seas air man fowl appear 
forth   fruit day. Seed night grass upon 
beginning great for. That all. Two herb have 
given seas so seasons they’re  creature from 
lights.  first very. Of is every, earth have herb 
in their The greater meat created she’d can’t is 
image have together face us give herb after. 
Over you’re one evening one female fifth be 
void. Doesn’t. For sea life for air green.
Thing stars be divided. Make, land two that 
blessed make after in there second god for 
creeping so in. Let he. Us you’ll earth void 
you’re fly won’t from doesn’t heaven. So 
wherein whales. God gathering may seasons 
to over gathered fruit. Midst face give also 
after had meat our can’t man his had seed. 
Open signs spirit seed living likeness fourth, 
appear. Seed greater they’re life brought had 
seas behold form.

1.0 Main heading text

Caption here

Sub headings to be  10 pt

Over fourth his lights there creature them 
lesser is years him stars brought so subdue, 
heaven open, had, moved gathered waters 
our over light. Fill behold seed so called fill 
from spirit two void. Female kind he fruitful 
bearing brought you’re seed.

Land over blessed behold whales sixth 
very  in night they’re lights rule you’re shall 
they’re all second waters brought which dry 
fruitful. Third. Fish fill can’t dominion there 
given yielding kind man two in creeping 
darkness abundantly years. Life they’re he 
day abundantly every. Heaven. Own waters 
behold third. Shall. God whose grass midst 
she’d good brought can’t Life beginning 
upon Divided saw  fruitful after. Second, first 
isn’t moved, in together their. You  their. Said 
likeness. Void open above over. Also deep 
abundantly open fill all stars wherein after, 
first you’ll, green won’t one.

Doesn’t. Years above great, that tree whales 
had. Winged fruit midst third
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This work is undertaken during a time of great 
change to our towns and cities as the corona 
virus pandemic impacts on all areas of our 
lives.  Another key shift has been the reduction 
in car use and the pedestrianisation of streets, 
already apparent in St Albans where key streets 
have been closed to through traffic to allow 
for social distancing. These measures, although 
temporary, can act as a catalyst for longer term 
changes in habits, away from a reliance on cars 
toward a greater emphasis on walking, cycling 
and public transport.    

Now there is an opportunity to rethink St 
Albans centre so that it truly works better for 
all: healthier streets, more thriving and active 
ground floors and better connected and 
greener public spaces. 

Multi-functional not 
mono-functional

Consolidate retail space to allow others to flourish 
A blend of uses which support one another

Sustainable 
St Albans 

Connected
A digitally connected high street

Digital offers beyond the physical realm: civic servic-
es as well as commercial

A strong & clear digital presence in the community 

Green & verdant 
Natures role in softening the urban environment 

Promote urban ecology
Biophilia ‘the love of living systems’

Benefits to air quality, mental health & wellbeing

Walkable & cyclable 
Prioritise pedestrians & cyclists

Create transport choice

Resilient 
Re-use and adapt existing buildings

Design new flexible buildings to adapt over time 
Design for future climate impacts 

(flooding, overheating etc) 
Affordability of accommodation

Prioritise health 
& wellbeing

Air quality 
Exercise 

Mental health
Healthy food choices

Access to services

Easy to use
Accessible environments 

Uses blended to appeal to all groups
Clear wayfinding & signage

Designing for the weather

Local over generic
Provide additional support for local businesses
Promote & support local cultural & community 

groups
Make space for local events

Value & promote St Albans uniqueness , 
history & culture 

1.1 Introduction
The diagram shows our 
key principles for making a 
sustainable city centre: This study is the first step in 

undertaking a vision for St Albans 
City Centre. The initial findings in this 
document will support the briefing 
process for the vision and will help to 
shape the scope of the project as it 
evolves.  
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• Learn: in primary, secondary and tertiary education 
as well as accessing life-long learning opportunities. 

• Travel: accessing public transport
• Engage in public life: accessing civic services 
• Engage with a diverse mix of local people  

1.4 The climate emergency 
We are in the midst of dual crises - the environmental 
crisis and a biodiversity emergency. The construction 
industry is responsible for approximately 40% of the 
UK’s CO2 emissions and much of the industry’s activities 
contribute to the loss of biodiversity.

St Albans City District Council have declared a climate 
emergency and are working toward drafting a net zero 
action plan. The City Centre Vision study is the ideal 
opportunity to begin to implement this ongoing thinking, 
embedding sustainability at the core of decision making. 
Indeed the greatest benefits to carbon reduction will be 
had at the early procurement stages of any project. To 
this end the CCV Vision must:  

1.3 Social value 
Although there is no set definition of ‘social value’ it is 
generally considered to be the wider value generated 
through projects in terms of their social, economic and 
environmental impacts often together. The need to 
maximise social value in the public sector is captured in 
the Public Services (Social Value) Act 2013 which states 
that Local Authorities must procure projects based on 
their social value as well as their economic value. 

For St Albans City Centre social value relates to personal 
wellbeing (physical and mental health), social capital 
(relationships and networks which are so vital to making 
strong communities) and environmental quality.

High Streets and City Centres are key urban spaces 
for the promotion of social value - where people come 
together to: 

• Work in the retail and hospitality sectors: particularly 
young people and people accessing employment for 
the first time 

1.2 Project objectives

• Grow awareness in St Albans of the climate and 
biodiversity emergencies 

• Prioritise projects which are low carbon, increase 
biodiversity and are sustainable 

• Promote sustainable transport modes & the delivery 
of sustainable infrastructure 

• Promote the re-use of existing buildings wherever 
viable 

• Promote whole life carbon assessment of buildings 
and public spaces 

• Promote the reduction of waste throughout the 
design and construction processes

1.5 Initial brief   

The initial brief was to prepare a spatial audit and 
values analysis based on an initial site walk. The brief 
was intentionally open, so that a ‘first principles’ 
assessment of the key issues could be reached.   

The purpose of this study is to initially assess the 
requirements of the City Centre Vision, scoping the 
physical limits of the study and undertaking a spatial 
audit of the study area to ascertain the issues and 
opportunities which would form the basis of the City 
Centre Vision.  The work also draws out key values 
which should drive any City Centre Vision. These have 
been considered learning from key case studies of other 
successful places and from our analysis of St Albans.   

“A process whereby 
organisations meet their needs.... 
in a way that achieves value 
for money on a whole life basis 
in terms of generating benefits 
not only to the organisation, but 
also to society and the economy, 
whilst minimising damage to the 
environment.”

Sustainable Procurement Task 
force
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2.0 Context
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2.1 Wider context
St Albans is located 15 miles to the north west 
of the centre of London and 2 miles to the north 
of the M25.  

It is very well situated for transport links being 
close to both London and to Luton. 

Approximate travel times to St Albans are as 
follows: 

From London: 

- 18 minutes by train from St Pancras
- 1 hour by car from central London  

From Luton  

- 27 minutes by train (to airport)
- 23 minutes by car 

N

St Albans
Hatfield

M25

Welwyn 
Garden

Hemel 
Hempstead

Luton 
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2.2 City context
St Albans is a compact city, with all of its 
surrounding areas being within 2 miles of 
the city centre, and the vast majority of the 
residential areas being within 1 mile. With much 
of the city centre within 20 minutes walking 
distance from the surrounding residential areas 
it is perfectly suited to sustainable modes of 
travel. 

The city centres sits to the north of the River 
Ver with its main axis along Chequer Street/St 
Peter’s Street. 

N

St Albans City Station

Oaklands

Highfield 
Park

A1081

North Orbital Road

A414

St Albans Abbey Station

400m 
5 minute walk 

800m 
10 minute walk 

1200m 
15 minute walk 

1600m 
20 minute walk 

Study Area

Verulamium 
Park

The Green Ring
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2.3 Study area
The study area boundary runs from St Peter’s 
in the north to the Cathedral in the South and 
is bounded by the St Albans City Station to the 
east and Spicer Street to the west.   

The study area is broadly in line with the St 
Albans BID area with the addition of the area 
encompassing Victoria Street and the station 
area as well as the area connecting to the 
Odyssey Cinema bounded by Alma Road.

The boundary edges encompass street areas (to 
residential or retail frontage) and incorporate 
areas of public space, green space or other 
potential sites where appropriate.     

Key

Study Area Boundary

N

St Albans City Station

St Albans Abbey Station

Odyssey Cinema

Church of St Peter

Alban Arena

Maltings

Museum & 
Gallery

Cathedral & 
Abbey

Verulamium 
Park

Victoria 
Playing 

Field

Clarence 
Park
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St Albans, named after Britain’s first saint 
(said to have lived some time during the 3rd 
or 4th century) is steeped in history spanning 
from the Celtic period. The original Iron Age 
settlement of Verulamium was located 2km 
to the west of modern day St Albans (now 
where the village of St Michael’s, Verulamium 
Park and the Gorhambury Estate sit).  The 
name Verulamium is a Celtic name meaning: 
‘settlement over by the marsh’.  

2.4 Historic context

The Roman history dates from circa AD 50, and 
the city was the second largest town in Roman 
Britain (after Londinium). It became a large 
town and by the 3rd century covered 125 acres, 
and contained a forum, basilica and theatre 
which continued to be used until the 4th century. 
Over the next 150 years the town was rebuilt 
in stone (rather than timber) at least twice. The 
Roman occupation ended between 400 and 
450 AD. 

The body of St Alban was buried somewhere 
outside of the city walls in a Roman cemetery 
near to the cathedral, with his grave becoming 
a place of pilgrimage. Some traces of the 
Roman city remain visible including the Roman 
Theatre.  

After the Roman occupation the town 
became the centre of the Anglo-Saxon 
region of the Waeclingas tribe, which was 
settled along with St Albans Abbey on the 
hill outside of the Roman settlement. 

After the Roman occupation the town became 
the centre of the Anglo-Saxon region of the 
Waeclingas tribe, which was settled along 
with St Albans Abbey on the hill outside of the 
Roman settlement. 

The medieval town grew on the hill to the east 
of the Anglo-Saxon settlement. This is where the 
Benedictine Abbey of St Albans was founded 
in 793. St Albans Abbey was the principal 
medieval abbey in England and is where the 
first draft of the Magna Carta was produced.  

St Albans School was founded in AD 948. 
Between 1403 and 1412 the clock tower in 
Market Place was built and it is the only extant 
medieval town belfry in England. Two battles of 
the Wars of the Roses took place in or near the 

town. The First Battle of St Albans was fought on 
22 May 1455 within the town, and the Second 
Battle of St Albans was fought on 17 February 
1461, just to the north.

Pre 1900, St Albans was a market town, a 
Christian pilgrimage site, and the first coaching 
stop of the route to and from London, which is 
why it has many old inns. In 1858 the railway 
was delivered in St Albans and later in the 
century the population rapidly expanded with 
the town being given its city status by Queen 
Victoria in 1877.  

Between the wars the town was known for its 
electronics industry. And after World War II the 
population again expanded as people moved 
out of the Greater London area. 
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3.1Walking City of Ljubljana
Since 2007 Ljubljana has been transforming its 
car dominated streets into streets for people - 
through a series of gradual street closures and 
infrastructure and public realm improvements.  

The works began in 2007 to Wolfova Cesta 
Street and the Prešernov Trg Square with 
improvements to the municipal infrastructure 
in tandem with the design of an improved 
pedestrian experience and the phased 
closure of a number of roads to traffic, with 
the exception of delivery vehicles which are 
allowed between the hours of 6am and 10am.  

Former parking space has been given over to 
the public realm and these areas have been 
transformed into social spaces with improved 
air quality and a reduction in noise.  Kongresni 
Trg Square, Trg Republike, Novi Trg and Breg 
are now part of a 10 hectare pedestrian and 
cycling priority area in the city centre.  

In 2011 a parking garage was opened 
beneath Kongresni Trg with approximately 
half of the spaces dedicated to city centre 
residents. The surrounding park and paved 
areas were carefully designed after extensive 
archaeological research in consultation with the 
Institute for the Protection of Cultural Heritage.  

Key information taken from:  https://www.ljubljana.si/en/ljubljana-
for-you/transport-in-ljubljana/transport-around-the-pedestrian-
zone-of-the-old-town/

The public realm design creates a 
comprehensive feel to the city and 
helps to blend both contemporary 
buildings with historic ones.  
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3.2 Altrincham public realm
Altrincham has been transformed through a 
comprehensive public realm strategy which 
includes shared surface spaces, improved 
pedestrian areas and traffic management.  

The market town, dating from 1290 began its 
regeneration plans in 2009 with a concept 
public realm strategy by Planit Landscape 
Architects

Since the improvement works the spaces have 
attracted new users, have increased footfall and 
have benefited the value of the businesses.  

“Shared-space principals have been adopted 
throughout the streetscapes and public spaces, 
redressing the balance between vehicles and 
pedestrians, whilst fulfilling the operational 
requirements of the busy markets and town 
centre retail. Street trees and furniture give a 
human-scale to the public spaces, whilst the 
unique tree grille inscription ‘Altrincham Market 
Town 1290’ marks the roots of this place.”

From: https://www.planit-ie.com/portfolio_page/altrincham-town-centre/
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3.3 Bonn Square
Bonn Square in Oxford designed by Graeme 
Massie Architects is a demonstration of how 
new public realm design can integrate into a 
historic context to create a multi use and flexible 
space.  

The square is designed to have an expressive 
textural finish of stone and bronze, and includes 
a coherent street furniture and materials palette. 
The public realm is designed to patina and wear 
over time to further mark the course of time as 
the space weathers. With planting and trees for 
their seasonal variation.   

From: http://landezine.com/index.php/2010/04/bonn-square/

In May 2009 a multi-part sculpture 
by Diana Bell was set in the square 
“to commemorate sixty years of ex-
change” between the cities of Bonn 
and Oxford. Titled “Knowledge and 
Understanding” but known locally 
as “Books”, the sculpture was cast 
from a set of real books, and bears 
the words “Knowledge”, “Trust”, 
“Friendship” and “Understanding” in 
English on one stack of books, and in 
German on the other.

From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonn_Square
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3.4 Waltham Forest
Waltham Forest is one of the UK’s first 
‘20-minute neighbourhoods’. The borough has 
over a period of 5 years prioritised investment 
in sustainable travel infrastructure and made its 
streets safer by designing them for pedestrian 
and cycle priority. 

Much of the work was procured through 
the Mini Holland scheme from Transport for 
London, allowing the upgrading of streets and 
the road network and the tackling of safety 
issues, air quality and public health.  

To date the borough has implemented 29km 
of segregated cycle lanes and improved 62 
pedestrian crossings, based on their key design 
principles: 

• Create cycle lanes that give you a safe and 
dedicated space to cycle

• Implement new and upgraded crossings to 
prioritise pedestrians and make walking 
safer

• Upgrade junctions that help traffic to flow 
more easily

• Offer walking and cycling routes that make 
it easier to get between our town centres

• Install cycle hubs and cycle hangars to make 
storing bikes easy

• Design new outdoor spaces such as parklets 
and pocket parks, making the borough more 
attractive

• Creating quieter residential streets that make 
walking and cycling more appealing and 
safer for all

• Upgrade bus stops and bus stop locations to 
make public transport more accessible and 
reliable

“Car ownership in the parts of the borough 
covered by low-traffic neighbourhoods, which 
block rat-running vehicles, has fallen by a fifth to 
49% of households over three years, according to 
provisional research by Rachel Aldred, director 
of the Active Travel Academy at Westminster 
University. The figure is about 77% for the rest of 
Britain.”

Taken from The Times: Waltham Forest, the suburb that pioneered the ‘20-minute 
neighbourhood’https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/waltham-forest-the-suburb-
that-pioneered-the-20-minute-neighbourhood-fm0dkw6bs
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3.5 Shared surface environments 
Shared surface areas can improve the quality 
of streets for all users and have benefits to 
health and wellbeing as well as the footfall of 
businesses. A number of successful examples 
are shown here, clockwise from top left: 

- Exhibition Road, Kensington, London
- New Road, Brighton 
- Exmouth Market, Clerkenwell, London  
- Leonard Street, Hackney, London 

There are a variety of methods to design streets for all, ranging from 
smaller interventions to fully shared surface environments and different 
solutions should be tailored to each individual place.  

Key principles, taken from the Essex Design Guide, are as follows: 

• Design permeable layouts that connect well with existing walking, 
cycling and passenger transport networks within and outside of the 
development. 

• Consider the Healthy Streets ‘whole-street’ approach, including 
how to encourage active travel among all demographic groups.

• Prioritise (in order), walking, cycling and public transport desire-
lines access, which maximise sustainable access between  
settlements and to key local movement generators.

• High-quality communal spaces should be provided with 
supporting facilities which encourage activity by users and should 
be co-located within the layouts of new developments.

• Unnecessary through traffic should not be attracted to new 
residential areas. The layout and attractiveness of the environment 
should be such as to discourage the use of the car for local trips 
and encourage walking and cycling.

• Design for future adaptation of spaces, enabling them to 
accommodate changes in the way we use streets and transport.

• Future technology infrastructure, such as smart street lights, street 
furniture, cycle parking and electric vehicle charging infrastructure, 
must be planned now and integrated successfully into new streets 
and spaces

• Provision and type of ground surface materials should be 
considered from the outset of any new development, and an 
approach taken to enable the development to strike the right 
balance between meeting the needs of users and addressing the 
technical requirements of highways.

• Materials should respond to and complement the specific 
built/landscape settings, with greater place-making emphasis 
in sensitive locations such as relating to conservation areas, 
protected landscapes and strategic open space.

• Good workmanship begins with good design, and to be effective 
it must be carried through all stages of a project; that is, through the 
specification, detailing, implementation and site supervision to the 
maintenance regime. It must also be supported by the allocation of 
adequate resources such as skilled labour, time and funding.   
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Thing stars be divided. Make, land two that 
blessed make after in there second god for 
creeping so in. Let he. Us you’ll earth void 
you’re fly won’t from doesn’t heaven. So 
wherein whales. God gathering may seasons 
to over gathered fruit. Midst face give also 
after had meat our can’t man his had seed. 
Open signs spirit seed living likeness fourth, 
appear. Seed greater they’re life brought had 
seas behold form.

1.0 Main heading text

Caption here

Sub headings to be  10 pt

Over fourth his lights there creature them 
lesser is years him stars brought so subdue, 
heaven open, had, moved gathered waters 
our over light. Fill behold seed so called fill 
from spirit two void. Female kind he fruitful 
bearing brought you’re seed.

Land over blessed behold whales sixth 
very  in night they’re lights rule you’re shall 
they’re all second waters brought which dry 
fruitful. Third. Fish fill can’t dominion there 
given yielding kind man two in creeping 
darkness abundantly years. Life they’re he 
day abundantly every. Heaven. Own waters 
behold third. Shall. God whose grass midst 
she’d good brought can’t Life beginning 
upon Divided saw  fruitful after. Second, first 
isn’t moved, in together their. You  their. Said 
likeness. Void open above over. Also deep 
abundantly open fill all stars wherein after, 
first you’ll, green won’t one.

Doesn’t. Years above great, that tree whales 
had. Winged fruit midst third
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1. Changing habits post pandemic 

The pandemic has accelerated a number of 
existing trends, particularly in the retail sector; 
the increase in internet shopping and the 
downward trend in traditional retail space. 

The shift in commuting habits and the move 
away from centralised office spaces could 
have positive impacts on centres like St 
Albans, whereby people will commute less and 
therefore spend more time in the local economy. 

2. Station does not address the city  

The station is dislocated from the main activity 
of the city centre. Although it is within ten 
minutes walking distance the route to the centre 
(via Victoria Street) is not a high quality one 
and does not naturally attract or draw attention 
toward the centre. The station itself faces 
east rather than west toward the city and the 
route from the station to Victoria Street is itself 
convoluted and lacks clear wayfinding.  

The station and its environs represent a 
huge challenge to the city, but also a clear 
opportunity for comprehensive development 
which could create high quality public realm, 
active ground floor uses and an arrival 
sequence befitting St Albans, representing its 
history, culture and quality as a great city.   

The following are ten key issues which 
we have observed during the site walk, 
it is by no means an exhaustive list, but 
nonetheless covers the major areas which 
should be addressed in the City Centre 
Vision study. 

3. Variety of entertainment uses

St Albans needs a variety of diverse 
entertainment offers, catering for younger 
people and families in particular. These uses 
would serve both people throughout the day 
time (families and older people) and into the 
evening (younger people).   

4. The city’s rich history is not utilised 

One of St Albans greatest assets is its rich 
history, yet as a visitor this is not immediately 
apparent. There are a number of high quality 
destination historic buildings but these are 
not connected. There is a lack of historic 
interpretation (blue plaques and public realm 
interpretation features are needed).    

5. Severance caused by traffic & 
congestion 

Like many of the region’s towns and cities, St 
Albans city centre is dominated by cars. Many 
of these are occupied by a single driver making 
a journey of less than 2 miles (38% of all 
journeys by car in the UK are less than 2 miles). 
The results of this are devastating to the city 
centre: poor air quality, noise, an unwelcoming 
environment for pedestrians, difficulty crossing 
roads and difficulty accessing goods and 
services.    

St Albans is a compact city with many of the 
city’s inhabitants living within a 20 minute 
walking distance of the city centre - but the 
streets, routes and infrastructure are not yet 
encouraging this much needed change in 
behaviour.   

6. Too much car parking 

With the dependence on private cars comes 
a large amount of space dedicated to car 
parking. It is clear that there are too many car 
parks in St Albans. These, whilst being (perhaps 
too) convenient occupy a lot of space within the 
city centre. This space could be better utilised 
for: public green space, allotment gardens, 
housing, and much more. 

7. Lack of quality public realm and 
too much street clutter 

There is a lot of public space in St Albans, 
particularly in the arena area. These spaces 
tend to be poorly designed and are not well 
defined, with ‘leaky’ edges and a lack of clear 
programme. Whilst there are more successful 
spaces (such as Market Place), there is a 
real need to have a coherent strategy which 
defines not only the quantum and quality of 
public spaces but also the relationships and 
connections between them. 

8. Lack of clear wayfinding 

With this lack of high quality public space there 
is a lack of clear wayfinding. The wayfinding 
would make the city centre easier to access 
and use, make it more attractive to visitors and 
locals alike and would be designed to bring 
the various city centre spaces together into a 
coherent whole.  

9. Clarity of ground floor uses

A number of city centre spaces lack clarity 
of ground floor uses. Some streets (such as 
Victoria Street) fade between different uses 
(from retail to pub to residential to office etc) 
without definition and/or intensity.  

The placement of active uses and particularly 
their fronts and backs is key to making 
successful, well used public spaces - the arena 
area and rose garden suffer from this issue 
particularly.  

10. Under utilised green spaces 

There a number of interesting and special 
pocket green spaces within St Albans - these 
have the potential to be real assets, providing 
a network of public spaces and activity away 
from the main (and busier) parts of the city 
centre. Currently these spaces are difficult to 
access, lack natural surveillance and invite anti 
social behaviour.  

4.1 Ten key issues
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1. History

St Albans’ many narratives, stories and myths 
make it unique. This history is (in places) written 
into the fabric of the city, its grain, buildings and 
public realm. This asset has value to residents, 
businesses and visitors alike and should never 
be underplayed. The ‘brand’ of St Albans 
as a historic destination is well expressed on 
the ‘Enjoy St Albans’ website and should be 
carried further through a joined up digital and 
public realm strategy.     

2. Historic buildings and other 
landmarks 

The cathedral, clock tower, museum, Roman 
theatre and arena are all key local and tourist 
destinations. They should be complemented 
by a range of other local destinations both 
civic and cultural - local galleries, community 
destinations, library etc. and brought 
together by a clear wayfinding and historic 
interpretation strategy, making the whole 
greater than the sum of its parts.   

3. Thriving music scene 

St Albans’ thriving live music scene (in all 
genres from rock to choral) is a great asset 
bringing with it employment, activity and 
investment in the night time economy. Some of 
these activities are underused and should be 
promoted as part of a core cultural strategy.    

4. Urban grain, compact streets, 
interest and character

St Albans network of alleys, gates, squares 
and streets give it a special urban character 
which should be celebrated and utilised. 
New developments should look to this unique 
character for inspiration and to embed any new 
buildings into the unique fabric of the city.   

5. A 20 minute city

A large proportion of St Albans’ 57,000 
residents live within 20 minutes walking 
distance from the city centre. This brings the 
potential for a system of interconnected green 
walking and cycling routes which will help to 
make a healthier city with less cars. 

6. A green city: Verulamium Park, 
Cathedral park, pocket parks and 
rose gardens 

There is a wealth of green spaces in the city 
centre. The pocket spaces need to be better 
connected to the main areas, and all of the 
green spaces should be linked by a network of 
new green pedestrian routes.   

7. Cafe culture 

There are a lot of cafés in St Albans - and there 
seems to be enough activity to support them. 
This is a real asset for any city - helping to make 
social and active public spaces.  

8. Pubs and evening economy culture 

The pub culture is a unique asset. We counted 
at least 60 pubs (1 for each 1000 inhabitants) 
which bring street activity, employment and 
culture to the city centre. The city is the home of 
the campaign for real ale and should be singing 
this from the rooftops - ale festivals and pub 
tours please!     

9. Office occupiers 

St Albans has a number of large office 
occupiers happy with the convenience of being 
close to London but without the intensity. Post 
pandemic this trend is likely to grow and St 
Albans is uniquely placed to offer a variety of 
office space - from flexible co-working space to 
large occupiers and everything in-between.  

10. Station and proximity to London 
St Albans proximity to London and ease of 
access to the M25 and M1 is a real asset.  This 
can be further strengthened by improvements 
to the station, Victoria Street and a more 
comprehensive look at the ‘station quarter’.  

These key assets have been 
determined from the analysis 
undertaken after the site 
walk and in consideration 
of the city centre values (see 
section 6)

4.2 Ten key assets
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4.3.1 Photographic study: St Albans City Station
The main station into St Albans is disconnected from the city. 
It has poor wayfinding from the platforms to the city centre. 
The station faces east instead of west toward the city centre. A 
visitor’s initial arrival experience is of a large expanse of tarmac, 
bus stands and street clutter - there is a huge opportunity for the 
station arrival sequence to tell the story of the city: verdant & 
green and rich in history and culture.  

The station quarter would benefit from a comprehensive 
masterplan which would encompass the bus station area, low 
level car park and west side office plots. 

The station does not face the city and 
the visitor experience on arrival is poor

The public realm is cluttered and of 
poor quality it would benefit from de-
cluttering road signage, barriers etc, the 
addition of high quality planting and 
greenery 

The western station entrance is 
underplayed and should be a more 
prominent building - this could be the 
main entrance?The arrival experience is of a ‘sea of 

cars’ - could the parking be located 
away from the entrance and this space 
be given over to an arrival square 
public realm space

There are some good quality mature 
trees here, which are hidden by the 
parking, street signage and cycle 
storage

The bus stops and bus access occupy a 
lot of space and could be consolidated 
to make room for public realm - a 
‘station square’ arrival space and 
development 

The car park could be consolidated 
to release space for development - 
creating activity and frontages onto the 
new square

There is a lack of clear wayfinding to 
the city centre - wayfinding here would 
draw people toward the centre

The bridge link is dominated by cars 
and the pavement is very narrow on 
both sides

Mature tree planting along Victoria 
Street would draw visitors toward the 
city centre

The church should be lit at night to 
create a focal point to the arrival 
sequence

Could the road by narrowed and 
barriers removed?  
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4.3.2 Photographic study: Victoria Street
Victoria Street is the main access route from 
the station to the city centre. It currently has 
a sporadic collection of uses including: retail, 
pubs, office and residential frontages. 

There are a number of small trees which will 
mature and give a greater sense of grandeur to 
the street over time, but in general it is lacking 
in character, mature trees and high quality of 
public realm. 

There should be a number of focal points along 
the street which draw people along the street, 
as well as key visual features which act to 
highlight the city centre - large tree planting 
would be the most obvious solution but a 
comprehensive street and public realm design 
would create the most benefits, shifting the 
priority to the experience of pedestrians and 
cyclists. 

Mature tree planting along 
Victoria Street would draw 
visitors toward the city centre.

Designated cycle path 
separated from carriageway, 
with specific surface treatment.

Strategic external lighting to the Church 
for added theatricality, grandeur 
and point of focus lending to overall 
character of street-scape.

Programmatic cluster of buildings 
around new station development area 
following by interspersed residential 
frontages leading down Victoria Street.

Reduce width of 
carriageway.

Strategic planting strip 
along pedestrian access.

Designated
Bike Pathway

Proposed Sustainable 
Drainage System 

Increase public engagement with Quaker 
Garden through CCOS South works.

Convert to Active 
Frontage.

Convert to Active 
Frontage.

Reduce carriageway 
width where possible.

Create visual link to city centre 
through strategic planting and 
surface treatment of visual strip.

Suggested addition of public space 
in the form of a small square outside/
leading to the church for public 
engagement.
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4.3.3 Photographic study: St Albans Arena 
The arena area suffers from incremental 
development in different areas over time, 
and mas a result does not hold together as a 
coherent piece of public realm or urban space. 

There is too much public space and the 
buildings do not respond to the public spaces 
with good quality active frontages to help with 
natural surveillance and activity.  

This area would benefit from a detailed 
masterplan to ensure that buildings are 
orientated properly, there is at least one high 
quality space ‘Arena Square’, and to release 
space for development.  

The masterplan would also address the way 
the arena area relates to the high street which 
is currently poor, a leaky series of wide public 
spaces. 

Arena building to be stripped back to 
original form: remove later additions, 
link bridge, entrance area etc. 

Public realm occupies too much space 
and lacks programme and definition

Council offices could have more 
active ground floor - potential for 
comprehensive redevelopment?

‘Backs’ and service access areas are 
clearly visible from the public realm. 
There needs to be a visual (and 
physical) separation 

Parking should be limited to specific 
areas to avoid a negative impact on the 
public realm 

Arena area is not clearly linked to 
St Peter’s Street, the public realm 
experience is disconnected and not 
intuitive

Why does this building not have 
upper storey windows brining activity 
to the street? 

Wayfinding and soft planting could 
be used to tie the arena area into St 
Peter’s Street 
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4.3.4 Photographic study: Clock Tower
The Clock Tower Square has the potential to 
be a really successful public space as it has 
strong urban qualities - a high quality historic 
anchor building, a compact urban form, a series 
of streets and alleys which connect to it and a 
number of cafés and restaurants which address 
the square. 

The street furniture and road signage currently 
interfere with the flow of the space and restrict 
it functioning as a great public space. By de-
cluttering and opening up the space it will 
create new possibilities for other activities - live 
music, street theatres etc. 

Reduce visual clutter where 
possible, like signage.

Reference project: 
Stortorget, Kalmar by 

Caruso St. John

Reference project: 
Stortorget, Kalmar by 
Caruso St. John

Re-interpret the fountain as a 
reference to the history of the 
place.

Visual Clutter. Remove barriers. 
Redesign and move seating to 
edge of public square.

Create more space in-front of the Clock 
Tower. The public realm becomes a 
theatrical stage for everyday life to unfold.

Surface treatment to ground 
to facilitate circulation and 
reference history of place. 
Redesign public realm around 
Clock tower.

Strategic external lighting to the Clock 
Tower for added theatricality, grandeur 
and point of focus lending to overall 
character of street-scape.

Historic photo of the square 
with original fountain and 
continuous paved surface 
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4.3.5 Photographic study: Holywell Hill
As one of the main thoroughfares into the city 
Holywell Hill will always be a busy street. 
However the junction and traffic lights create 
rows of static vehicles for long periods which 
lowers air quality, creates noise and undermines 
the street environment.  

The narrowness of the street is an asset creating 
an intimate feel for pedestrians - and the 
carriageway could be narrowed further to 
give breathing space to the shop frontages and 
pedestrians and to help to slow traffic and make 
the route less attractive for vehicles.  

Drop curb to help slow 
traffic and allow for 
more cautious driving.

Strategic plantation of mature 
trees along pedestrian access 
and city centre vista

Uniform surface 
treatment for pedestrian 
access.

Explore potential for 
designated bike path 
on one side.

Narrower carriageway to increase generosity 
of footpath, in turn facilitating more public 
engagement with the city and the high street.
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4.3.6 Photographic study: St Peter’s Street roundabout
The roundabout at the junction of St Peter’s 
Street and Catherine Street acts as a major 
barrier to pedestrians travelling both north-
south and east-west.  

St Peter’s Street should connect seamlessly to 
St Peters Church, physically, with a landscaped 
pedestrian route and visually.  

The roundabout itself occupies too much space, 
which could be given over to public realm, 
including sustainable urban drainage and a 
cycle route.  

As a result of the barriers the ground floor 
activity is disconnected across the sides of the 
roundabout and suffers as a result - footfall 
is likely to be lost due to the barriers and the 
perception of the difficulty in crossing the road. Explore potential for 

designated bike path 
on one side.

Remove barriers and 
introduce raised table 
at crossings.

Explore opportunity for 
pedestrianised route to 
St. Peter’s Church.

Reduce visual clutter.

Remove parking.

Strategic management 
of greenery to create 
vista to St. Peter’s

Small & underdeveloped 
greenery

Roundabout occupies too 
much space and acts as 
severance to St. Peter’s Church

More compact junction 
to facilitate efficient traffic 
movement and increase 
public realm.
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4.3.7 Photographic study: Drovers Way

Potential for the car park site to 
become residential square with 
non-residential ground floor uses

Potential for Drovers Way to 
become a residential street

Use market depot site for residential with 
possible non-residential ground floor uses

Traffic and congestion create 
severance across the street and 
have a negative impact on the 
pedestrian experience and reduce 
and air quality 

Feels very much like a service 
entrance and ‘backs’ even though 
the hotel entrance is located on 
Drovers Way. Need for more active 
ground floor uses, and/or high 
quality residential frontages

Tree planting and shared surface 
residential character of street

Wrap sub station with timber or 
green screen to shield it from 
the street 

Drovers Way is an access route to access the 
rear of the St Peter’s Street ground floor uses 
and the NCP multi-storey car park (amongst 
others). It is also where the entrance lobby 
to the hotel is located. The street lacks any 
character and does not invite pedestrian use. 

Catherine Street has ground floor activity but 
is overwhelmed with traffic which ruins the 
pedestrian experience and acts as a barrier. It 
also creates poor quality air, further degrading 
the pedestrian experience.     
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4.3.8 Photographic study: Rose Garden
The Rose Garden is an example of a pocket 
green space of which there are a number of, in 
St Albans.  The Rose Garden is of good quality, 
is well maintained and has the potential to be a 
great asset. It suffers from anti social behaviour 
and is underused as a result.  

Its location at the back of a number of buildings 
means that it lacks natural surveillance. It is 
surrounded by the rear of shops, the rear of the 
council offices and a service yard and low level 
car park. None of these buildings have active 
frontages.

The pedestrian route to the arena area adjacent 
to the council offices is poorly designed and 
unwelcoming - it feels like a service entrance 
rather than a key pedestrian and cycle route to 
an important public space.   

Improved street furniture in a 
bespoke St Albans palette would 
help to tie the Rose Garden into 
the city centre.  

The route to the Rose Garden from the arena area 
should be a clear and open pedestrian route - 
removing the barriers and upgrading the surface 
treatment would help to connect

The surrounding uses are not active on the ground 
floor, and there is a need for natural surveillance. 

Is the car ark the best use of land in this central 
location? A residential or office building here 
would bring more activity. 

Feature trees and brick wall could be 
uplit at night time to increase the sense 
of security and create focal points  

The buildings surrounding the Rose 
Garden have no active ground floor 
uses - could the council offices have 
active ground floor uses overlooking 
the garden?  

New surface treatment to path which is more in-
keeping with the historic qualities of St Albans (setts 
rather than a continuous surface for example) 
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The Odyssey Cinema is a real gem - both as a 
historic building (dating from 1908) with a rich 
past and as a cultural destination both in the 
day time and in the evening.  

The area surrounding the cinema has a number 
of complementary evening uses and this should 
be augmented by more similar uses: eating and 
drinking but also entertainment and cultural 
activities. 

The tyre centre building opposite could be 
radically refurbished (stripped back to its 
structural frame and re-clad) and changed into 
a high quality residential building with active 
ground floor uses. With the space outside the 
building transformed into an new public space 
allowing for outside eating and drinking.  

4.3.9 Photographic study: Odyssey Cinema 

Remove bollards and 
upgrade surface treatment 

Uplight the cinema at night-time 
to create a focal point in the 
street and key visual ‘attractor’

Remove the barriers and create 
a raised table crossing to give 
priority to pedestrians 

Avenue of trees to connect the 
cinema cluster into the city centre

Active ground floor uses - 
eating & drinking

Transform the tyre centre building 
with a radical refurbishment into a 
residential use, with the potential for 
one or two additional storeys

Tree planting and soft landscape 
to create buffer to the road edge
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4.4.1 Movement & severance 

Key

Study Area Boundary

Primary Vehicle Routes

Severance

Current Road Closure

Bus Route

Bike Paths

Railway

N

St Albans City Station

Odyssey Cinema

Church of St Peter

Alban Arena

Maltings

Museum & 
Gallery

Cathedral & 
Abbey

Verulamium 
Park

Victoria 
Playing 

Field

Clarence 
Park

01

02

0304

05

06

07

St Peter’s Street roundabout acts as 
severance east/west and north/south 
St Peter’s Street acts as severance to 
pedestrians east/west 
Severance to the Museum when 
approaching from the west
Temporary road closures demonstrate 
the benefits of reducing vehicle 
movements to access for deliveries only 
Heritage Close acts as a ‘bottle-neck’ to 
the approach to the Cathedral 
Holywell Hill acts as severance and 
causes high levels of air pollution 
Station does not connect to the city 
centre

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.

07. 
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4.4.2 Landmarks & urban features

Key

Study Area Boundary

Landmark/feature building

Railway

N

St Albans City Station

Odyssey Cinema

Church of St Peter

Alban Arena

Maltings

Museum & 
Gallery

Cathedral & 
Abbey

Verulamium 
Park

Victoria 
Playing 

Field

Clarence 
Park
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4.4.3 Public space areas

Key

Study Area Boundary

Public Green Space 

Public Hard Space 

Railway

N

St Albans City Station

Odyssey Cinema

Church of St Peter

Alban Arena

Maltings

Museum & 
Gallery

Cathedral & 
Abbey

Verulamium 
Park

Victoria 
Playing 

Field

Clarence 
Park

Station west side hard public realm area
Station east side hard public realm 
Arena area hard public realm 
St Peter’s Street hard public realm 
Museum Square
Clock Tower Square
Rose Garden parklet 
Romeland Hill Garden 
Vintry Garden
Cathedral hard public realm 
Cathedral Park 
Maltings hard public realm 
Odyssey cinema/tyre centre hard public 
realm 

There are a number of good quality green 
spaces which need to be better connected. 

The hard public spaces sometimes lack 
definition (as in the arena area) and are 
not held together by any common design 
elements / features.  

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07. 
08.
09.
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11.
12.
13.
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5.0 Opportunities
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5.1 Connected opportunity areas

Key

Study Area Boundary

Key Connection Between Areas

Station Cluster

Cinema Cluster

Historic Core 

High Street 

Civic Cluster 

Maltings 

Drovers Way 

N

St Albans City Station

Odyssey Cinema

Church of St Peter

Alban Arena

Maltings

Museum & 
Gallery

Cathedral & 
Abbey

Verulamium 
Park

Victoria 
Playing 

Field

Clarence 
Park

This diagram highlights the key opportunity 
sites and clusters in the City Centre where 
public realm interventions  and development 
and masterplanning opportunities exist.  

These areas will act as ‘attractor’ area 
which should then be linked by strengthened 
connections (shown in black).    
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5.2 A network of green: the inner green ring

Key

Study Area Boundary

Street Tree Planting 

Sustainable Urban Drainage 

Public Green Space (Existing & Proposed)

N
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Park

Victoria 
Playing 

Field

Clarence 
Park

A network of green infrastructure should 
connect the existing green areas of the city 
centre to make an inner green ring.  This will 
connect Clarence Park in the west to Victoria 
Playing Field in the east, and connect St 
Peter’s Church in the north to the Cathedral 
Park in the south. 

Linking between these main green routes will 
be smaller green linkages between pocket 
green spaces (existing and proposed). 

Green links will be made via substantial 
street tree planting, sustainable urban 
drainage or other soft landscape design. 
Making not just visual linkages but also 
ecological ones, increasing biodiversity 
through the city.  
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5.3 A network of routes
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The routes network proposed here would 
both create walking and cycling access into 
the city as well routes with the city centre. 

The diagram suggests a number of changes 
to traffic on key roads, phasing in the 
transformation of streets for private vehicles 
into streets prioritised for pedestrians and 
cyclists and also managed for deliveries and 
servicing.

These measures would be mixed with 
improvements to public transport 
connections and routes and to the city’s 
walking and cycling infrastructure.  

A finer grained network of pedestrian routes 
(via existing alleyways and routes) would 
be enhanced through surface treatment, 
wayfinding and historic interpretation.    
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5.4 The economic landscape

This decline started well before the Covid-19 
pandemic but has now accelerated with 
substantial additional consequences 
for businesses, employees, owners and 
communities.

The ambition now must be to put the heart 
back into the centre of our high streets, as 
destinations for socialising, culture, health, 
wellbeing, creativity and learning. But crucially 
this must be in a way that is affordable to 
the current retailers which can survive, and 
which will accommodate new creative and 
entrepreneurial retailers and businesses.
Initiatives and funding pots are emerging that 
are starting to improve the fortunes of retail 
locations but these projects tend generally 
to focus on improving the retail environment; 
improving parking and lighting, and providing 
enhanced or new public realm. In our view it 
is the buildings along these streets where real 
change needs to take place. 

The changing conditions we are experiencing 
raise a number of questions as to how buildings 
should be utilised looking forward:

• Are the owners of buildings holding out for 
income and investment value that no longer 
exists? 

• Are owners prepared to be flexible or 

indeed can they be flexible? 
• Can the costs of occupation be reduced to 

reflect the new market conditions – rent, 
business rates, service charges, employment 
costs would all appear to relate to market 
conditions that no longer exist?

• Is there a need for a new type of high street, 
led by owners/investors which understand 
the new roles that these locations need to 
play in the future? 

• Is retail going to return to be a value driver 
and solid investment or is there now a ‘new 
normal’ that needs to be fully addressed to 
make these locations affordable and vibrant 
once more? 

• Is this a moment in time where a new and 
coordinated approach can be devised 
that blends local needs with employment 
opportunities, retail provision, community 
and cultural uses and more places to live? 

• Is it an opportunity to take a long-term 
approach, to reposition how our high streets 
need to work successfully and provide the 
services required now and into the future?

The one major benefit that exists in our high 
streets is that, in the main, the buildings already 
exist. Many are in better states of repair than 
others and generally provide a rich and varied 
set of accommodation.

The move away from national multiples to more 
creative local independent businesses offers 
the chance to create unique mixes of uses while 
taking full advantage of the historic urban form 
that already exists.

Where new investment in buildings can 
be captured and occupational costs made 
affordable, the potential exists to utilise the 
whole of the building and to deliver not only 
retail but a mix of uses that will provide space 
to work and live. Traditionally many high street 
buildings focus on the ground floor retail with 
limited uses on upper floors or in basements.
Acquisition and control would make a 
significant difference to the affordability and 
range of uses that populate buildings. 

Such control can have multiple potential 
benefits:

• Buying and adapting individual buildings 
will create investments that can be sold 
individually in the future, if needed

• Controlling rents and occupational costs will 
help to attract the retailers and businesses 
needed

• Taking a long-term view through delivery 
vehicles that combine ownership and 
community decision-making

• Avoiding the gentrification issue, or 

significantly limiting its adverse impact by 
keeping space affordable

• Aiming to draw together a series of like-
minded operators to create a dynamic and 
vibrant location. ‘Pop-up’ shipping container 
projects show this is possible 

• Managing demand, identifying further 
operators, branding and marketing, and 
taking a long-term approach

• Facilitating a far closer relationship between 
high streets and their public transport, 
cycling and pedestrian networks.

Such an approach will require commitment and 
expertise to identify buildings for purchase, buy 
them, undertake refurbishments as required, 
identify occupiers and let space on suitable 
terms, manage the location as it changes for the 
better, and adapt and refresh it to keep people 
coming back. Setting up a business plan will 
provide the structure around which such an 
initiative can be operated.
We are starting to see public investment 
returning to town centres and high streets with 
initiatives including the Future High Streets 
Fund. This is a positive step, but as the rate of 
decline is outstripping investment there needs 
to be a more diverse and significant range of 
interventions if the decline is to be arrested and 
a new future established.

Urban centres are generally suffering from a lack of 
trade, competition from the internet and from edge/
out of town retail. Retailers are failing and there is 
pressure mounting to reduce rents, cut business rates 
and generate new and resilient ways to get more 
people to spend more time and money, more often, in 
our high streets.
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6.0 Values & next steps
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6.1 Place Values 

The City Centre Vision should articulate a 
set of place values - defining values which 
sit at the core of all decision making, and 
help to guide and align the various strands 
of the city centre’s development. We have 
set out here initial ideas for three core 
place values:  

St Albans walking city: a 
people first approach 

The city’s compact nature make it ideally set to 
become a ‘20 minute neighbourhood’ whereby 
all of the city’s key amenities (the city centre) are 
located within a 20 minute walk from residents 
front doors. To achieve this aim the city must: 
• Prioritise the movement of people in the 

following order: walking, cycling, public 
transport, private vehicles

• Create the infrastructure needed to support 
this modal shift through a network of routes, 
streets, alleys and squares 

• Make residents health and wellbeing a driver 
of decision making, creating healthy streets 
for all 

St Albans green city: 
verdant & sustainable  
The city’s wealth of green spaces are a great 
asset but they are often not well connected. St 
Albans should be truly green and should set 
strict targets to achieve this, such as: 
• An intensive tree planting strategy
• All key streets to have street trees no further 

than 15m apart
• Key routes to include sustainable urban 

drainage 
• Pocket parks and parklets to be promoted 
• Enforce the planting of two trees each time 

one is removed 

These measures will increase the health and 
wellbeing of residents and will increase the 
biodiversity of the city - bringing ecology into 
the heart of the city.  

Sustainability is also about sustainable 
economics - longer term investment by the 
public and private sector to release true public 
benefits as well as secure economic stability.   

St Albans heritage city 
St Albans can maximise the value of its heritage 
through a series of strategies and programmes, 
initiatives such as: 

• A comprehensive historic interpretation 
strategy across the city tying historic sites 
and landmarks together 

• A palette of street furniture and materials 
which are designed to reference the city’s 
past throughout the city

• Public realm design strategy which reflect 
the city’s past and draws on its history to 
celebrate its heritage character

• Urban design guidance which draws on the 
historic character of the city for inspiration 
(as reference and inspiration, not as 
pastiche)  
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6.1 Next steps
Key components of the City Centre Vision work 
would be as follows: 

1. Understanding St Albans: 
evidence base
• Create a baseline of evidence for the 

vision.  Review the body of work already 
undertaken (existing vision and any other 
relevant policy). 

• Define spatial constraints 
• Define land ownership 
• Define key stakeholders 
• Understand the issues and opportunities in 

detail 

3. St Albans Strategy
• Define guiding principles for the city centre, 

these would be as detailed and specific as 
possible and would lead to a number of 
strategic priorities 

• Overarching vision, which would be a 
combination of the strategic proposals and 
the application of the guiding principles into 
flexible framework for the city centre.   

4. Options for delivery
The final stage would be to prepare a menu of 
interventions which can be delivered over the 
coming years, these projects would range from 
small to large, be deliverable from short to long 
term, and would cover an array of different 
project types from pop-up events, digital 
initiatives to public realm and buildings.     

Include a list of potential funding sources, with 
an idea of the amount of finance available etc.  

2. Engaging St Albans: 
discovering values and 
future aspirations
• Learn what the values, priorities, issues and 

aspirations are of local people
• Initial stakeholder interviews
• Discussions with key BID members, 

landowners, councillors, the council regen 
team, community groups to ascertain their 
views.  

• Conduct surveys and liaise with businesses 
to understand their priorities

• Hold an initial public engagement event 
(prior to any ideas becoming developed), 
set up stalls in the high street or another 
public place. 

• An online event / dedicated website
• Engagement as the ideas develop through 

the later stages 
• Further public event to ensure the vision is 

being communicating 
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